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About Arup

Arup

‘Arup is an independent firm of designers, planners, 

engineers, consultants and technical specialists, working 

across every aspect of today’s built environment’.

• Sir Ove was born in Newcastle in 
1895 (Raised in Jesmond)

• Founded Ove Arup in 1946

• Local offices in York, Leeds, 
Newcastle and Stockton.

• Now operates around the globe to 
Ove’s values (appx 14000 staff)

• Independent, staff owned and held in 
trust.







Why are we no longer resilient?
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Wilderness forest rivers – forest typologies



Partendo da monte..Trees and Rivers – 1st Order
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Orthogonal log step 

Valley jam

Trees and Rivers – 2nd Order
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Flow deflection

Trees and Rivers – 3rd Order
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Trees and Rivers – 4th Order
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Trees and Rivers –5th Order
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Artificial Catchment Processes (no trees!) 
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Artificial Processes in 
Treeless Catchments

Afton Water 
Sediment 
Management



Fine sediment sources – Lugg catchment
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Fine sediment sources – Lugg catchment



Sediment sources for ‘hot spot’ 
tributaries
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‘Natural Flood Management’?
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‘Natural Flood Management’?

Natural Drought Management 

Natural Fisheries Management 

Natural Groundwater Management 

Natural Habitat Management 

Natural Erosion Management 

Natural Carbon Management 

Natural Gravel Management 

Natural Water Quality Management 

Natural Forestry Management 

Natural Soil Management 
Natural Fines Management 

Natural Climate Change Management 



Nature Based Solutions

c) Wetlands (Artificial and restored)

Upper Basin

a) Land use change / Agricultural management

j) SuDS

f) Water Sensitive Urban 

Design

b) River Restoration

l) Ecosystem Services & Natural Capital

i) Green Infrastructure

d) Blue Green Corridors

Mid Basin Lower Basin 

(including Cities)

k) Water Framework Directive (overarching legislation)

e) Natural Flood Management

h) ‘Soft’ Flood Schemes

g) Coastal

Funding
Government Agency (Inc

Grant in Aid) 

(a,b,c,e,g,h,k,i)

Local Authority 

(b,c,d,e,f,g,h,I,k,l)

Water Company 

(b,c,d,e,f,I,j,k,l)

Social / Crowd (b,c,d,e,f,I,l)

Private & Developer Levy 

(a,b,c,d,e,f,I,j,l)

Rivers Trusts (a,b,c,e,I,k,l)

Fisheries (b,c,e,k,l)

Defra (a,e,g,h,I,l)

PF2 (b,c,b,e,f,g,h,I,)

Payment for ecosystem 

services (a,b,c,d,e,f,g,i,k,l)

Growth Deal & Enterprise 

Zones (b,c,d,f,I,j,l)

Lenders for income 

generating projects 

(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,I,j,l)



A restoration targets and scales

Degree of Restoration Scale Target / Difficulty

Complete Catchment Rewilding (physical, ecological and chemical 

restoration to a pre-artificial state)

Catchment 7

Catchment Process improvements (physical, chemical and 

ecological improvements that replicate / emulate pre-artificial 

conditions)

6

Catchment hydrological process restoration (using land use change 

and NFM) alongside river restoration and natural recovery.

5

Reach scale process restoration (with flood plain restoration) Reach 4

Reach scale habitat improvement (in channel improvements) 3

Localised habitat improvement (gravel addition, riparian planting, 

fencing etc)

2

Artificial structure removal Local / unit 1



Design Targets and Climate Change

Scales of Process Restoration and associated Climate Change resilience benefits Scale Target / 
Difficulty

Complete Basin Rewilding (physical, ecological and chemical restoration to a pre-artificial state).  Maximum ‘natural’ 
capacity to adapt to a changing climate and maximum resilience. Long term sustainability.

Basin / 
region

7

Basin Process improvements (physical, chemical and ecological improvements that replicate / emulate pre-artificial 
conditions).  Significant climate change adaptation and mitigation benefits felt at the catchment scale. Long term 
sustainability.

6

Basin hydrological process restoration (using land use change and NFM) alongside river restoration and natural 
recovery. Meaningful climate change adaptation and mitigation benefits felt at the catchment scale. Medium term 
sustainability.

5

Reach scale process restoration or city region GI implementation (with flood plain restoration).  Meso-scale / 
regional climate change adaptation and mitigation benefits related to widespread habitat and process 
improvement.  Benefits potentially felt directly in nearby urban areas.  Long term sustainability.

Reach / City 4

Reach scale habitat improvement or  ‘Area wide’ GI implementation.  Meso-scale / regional climate change 
mitigation benefits related to widespread habitat improvement. Medium term sustainability.

3

Localised habitat improvement or sequence of GI features (gravel addition, riparian planting, fencing etc). Local 
adaptation and resilience benefits related to improved biodiversity, flood risk management and process 
continuity.

2

Artificial structure removal of single GI feature implementation. Very local adaptation and resilience benefits 
related to improved flood risk management and process continuity.

Local / unit 1



Natural Flood Management - Belford



Agricultural NFM



Natural Engineering - Pathways
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Natural Engineering – Forested Floodplains
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Addition of 5 NFM features per hydrograph iteration:

>30% reduction

Removal of 

“artificial” peak for 

hydromorphological 

restoration?



Natural Engineering – Forested Streams
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VARIOUS ROLES FOR TREES!



UK weather anomaly maps (% of average)



Conclusions

- Forestry provides huge opportunities for NFM (targeting reference);

- NFM provides huge benefits for forestry (resilience);

- Planting and growth takes time that we might not have;

- Think catchment and holistic process benefits (use conflicting needs to innovate in design);

- What is our design target / reference condition? (needs careful thought and design)

- A common objective:

- To restore damaged processes to a sustainable state for the benefit of people and the 

environment.

- Ultimately, process restoration leads to economic resilience.

- This is not optional…. It is crucial.



WaterUp – Humanitarian process restoration

Community driven decentralised water management is one of the most effective and robust ways to 

decrease global water woes, whilst delivering environmental, social and economic resilience. 

‘There is no urban resilience without rural resilience...’ (Rajendra Singh)



WaterUp – Partners and Precedent

‘One of the 50 people who can save the 

planet’  - The Guardian 2008



WaterUp - Delivery

1) Learning 
(from investigations into existing water management projects in India)

2) Restoring
(maintaining existing interventions and new build)

3) Documentation 
(of features, maintenance and communities)

4) Education
(developing universal films, visual tools and digital technology)

5) Testing 
(of the universal tools in a different geography/culture in Colombia)

6) Dissemination 
(of refined education tools through our global networks)

Site reconnaissance planned for August 2018…!



Healthy Catchments, Future Resilience.

david.hetherington@arup.com


